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This recipe booklet was compiled by Christoph Zierholz with the help of
Matthew Tolley, Richard Pass and Dominic Staun.  Thank you also to Brad

Ring from BYO for letting us reproduce some of their excellent articles and to
Mark Hibberd from VICbrew who helped chase up some of the last remaining

recipes.

Thanks also to Damon Hart-Davis and Bruno Girin at http://gallery.hd.org for
their kind permission to use 'Beer Pint Glass Viewed From Top In Dark Kitchen'

for the cover. Don't forget to collect your free pints!

The Canberra Brewers hope you find the content of this publication useful.

Good Brewing.

Christoph Zierholz, Editor.
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Australian Amateur Brewing Championships 2003

Foreword

When the Canberra Brewers agreed to host the Australian Amateur Brewing
Championships for 2003, we got together at our first meeting way back in March to
start planning.  The very first thing we agreed upon was that we were going to make
the AABC 2003 the best Championships ever, and a showcase for amateur brewing
in Australia.

After eight months of hard work and as the Championship dinner of the 8th November
drew to a close, I believe we had really achieved our aim.  If you will indulge me, let
me give you some facts:

− The competition this year saw a total of 156 entries from 77 brewers
representing the ACT, NSW, QLD, SA, TAS (for the first time), VIC and
WA.

− The Championships were generously supported by:
� Bintani Australia, (importers of DCL yeasts and Yakima Chief hops)

sponsoring the ‘Best All Grain Beer’;
� Thomas Cooper’s Heritage Lager sponsoring the ‘Best Extract Based

Beer’;
� Malt Shovel Brewing sponsoring ‘Champion Brewer’;
� The Wig and Pen Tavern and Brewery sponsoring ‘Best First Time

Entrant’”; and
� many brew shops and other suppliers supporting individual categories.
All sponsors are recognised in this booklet.

− The Championships were heavily publicised to promote amateur brewing
and also to recognise the contributions of sponsors.  Advertisements and
Newspaper articles in the Canberra Times, interviews on radio stations
2CC, FM104.7 and the ABC, TV spots on the local commercial television
stations, a national interview on the ABC, plus our own AABC web site, all
ensured good recognition for the competition and sponsors.

− A total of 18 judges evaluated the beers, with judges coming from Victoria,
New South Wales and the ACT and consisting of experienced amateur and
professional brewers.

− The Championships were judged at the prestigious Canberra Club located
in the heart of the city, and were followed that evening by a formal dinner
featuring craft brewed beers matched with food attended by over 80
people.  Several sponsors attended the dinner and presented awards.

− Finally this booklet you are holding contains the winning recipes, photos of
the major prize winners and recognition for sponsors.  This publication will
be widely distributed and available for down loading from the web, and
should not only constitute a valuable resource for amateur brewers, but a
vehicle for wider promotion of the Championships.

Organising a major event like this requires a lot of effort from dedicated volunteers.  I
would like to thank and officially recognise the organising committee for the AABC
2003: Richard Pass, Christoph Zierholz, Richard Watkins, Matt Tolley, Mike Day,
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Gary Hancock, David Lee and Walt Daly. This team has done a remarkable job and
certainly set the standard for future Championships.

I would also particularly like to thank all sponsors, both major sponsors and category
sponsors.  The Championships could not have been conducted without your support
and we trust that you feel that you received value for money and that we can call on
you in the future.  Professionally conducted competitions, strongly supported by
suppliers, are the best way to ensure the continuing growth of this wonderful hobby.

I trust that you will enjoy reading this booklet and that it will stimulate you to brewing
your own championship beers, and that we will see your winning entries in future
competitions.

Cheers

Dominic Staun
President, Canberra Brewers

President Staun, also known as Brother Fatboy, addressing the masses at the
AABC 2003 Presentation Night and Gala Dinner.
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Acknowledgments

I would like to preface this booklet with an acknowledgment of the people without
whom this event would have been impossible.

Firstly I would like to say a big thank you to the major section sponsors for their
generosity.

They are:

Bintani Pty Ltd, importers of DCL yeast and Yakima Chief hops

Maltshovel Brewing, producer of the Maltshovel craft brewing kits;

Thomas Cooper’s Heritage Lager, and

The Wig and Pen Tavern and Brewery, Canberra;

Secondly I want to thank the category sponsors:

Brew Your Own at Home, Kambah, ACT

The Brewers Den, Boronia, Vic

The Canberra Club (who also hosted the judging and presentation dinner);

Cryer Malts

Eastern Suburbs Brewmaker, Peakhurst, NSW;

Grain and Grape, Maidstone, Vic;

Greenborough Home Supplies, Melbourne;

Homebrewers Warehouse, Townsville, Queensland

Maltshovel Brewing, Sydney

Maltcraft, Sydney

Ocean Brewing Sydney

The Wig and Pen Tavern and Brewery, Canberra;

Wyeast, USA

Additional thanks are due to Colin Marshall and Rollo Campbell of Brew Your Own At
Home who were the collection point for interstate and local entries.
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I would also like to add a personal thanks to Perry Rabin of Tomkin Australia,
Alexandria, NSW and Peter Mitterbauer of Stölzle-Oberglas Lausitz GmbH who
gallantly came to the rescue with the donation of some magnificent glasses when our
original selection of category 1st prize trophies proved unsuitable.

Next a big thanks to the organisers of the various state competitions which are pre
qualifying rounds for the AABC.

So thanks to:

Shawn Miles for organising NSW Comp

Graham Sanders for organising QLD Comp

Mike Leupold for organising SA Comp

Mark Hibberd and colleagues at VicBrew for organising VIC Comp

Petr Otahal for sorting and sending TAS entries and

last but not least our very own Christoph Zierholz for organising the ACT
Comp

The following are judges, stewards and helpers in addition to others mentioned
elsewhere who helped out on the day:

Mark Bailey
Greg Bell
Alan Brown
Lindsay Dive
Kal Doshi
Richard Fitzpatrick
Shaun Gambrill
James Gergely
Michael Guenzel
Christopher Harrison
Graham Hayward
Mark Hibberd
Tim Hollis

Pete DeVries
Zac Lanham
Colin Marshall
Ross Mitchell
Markus Mueller
John Nagle
Stephen Neilsen
Myles Parker
Gary Picker
Wes Smith
Christian Toime
Peter Wadey
Dub Zivcovik
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Lastly I would like to personally thank the members of this year’s organising
committee who generously gave of their time in the lead up to the event and as
judges/helpers at the event itself being:

Walt Daly
Mike Day
Gary Hancock
David Lee
Dominic Staun
Matt Tolley
Richard Watkins
Christoph Zierholz

Once again thanks to all the above and here’s to a great AABC 2004

Cheers and Good Brewing

Richard Pass
Coordinator AABC 2003
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Australian Amateur Brewing Championships 2003
Results Summary

Judged on Saturday November 8th at the Canberra Club.

The competition this year saw a total of 156 entries from 77 brewers representing the
Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia,

Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia.

All beers were judged according to the 2003 Australian Amateur Brewing
Championship Style Guidelines.  Judging panels consisted of 3 judges each, each

awarding a maximum of 50 points.  Scores are therefore out of a possible 150.

LOW ALCOHOL The Canberra Club
Canberra

John Abbot VIC English Ordinary Bitter 114.5
Stephen Neilsen ACT Wheat 114
Christoph Zierholz ACT English Mild 110.5

BRITISH ALE Greensborough Homebrew
Melbourne

Mike Day ACT English Special Bitter 126
Christoph Zierholz ACT English Bitter 120.5
Clive Wilson SA English Bitter 111.5

PALE ALE Cryer Malt
Sydney

Mike Day ACT India Pale Ale 120
Gary Hancock ACT American Pale Ale 118
John Strantzen VIC India Pale Ale 117

DARK ALE Grain and Grape
Maidstone, Vic

Alan Brown ACT Brown Porter 122.5
Charles Pedder VIC American Brown 121
Steve Nicholls SA English Brown 117.5
Christopher Harrison VIC Robust Porter 117.5

STRONG ALE (>6%ABV) Eastern Suburbs Brewmaker
 Peakhurst,

Mark Hibberd VIC Imperial Stout 117
Christoph Zierholz ACT English Strong Ale 115
Gareth Smith NSW Imperial Stout 109.5

STOUT The Wig and Pen
Canberra

Barry Cranston NSW Foreign/Australian Stout 121
Mark Bailey ACT Classic Irish Stout 120
Petr Otahal TAS Classic Irish Stout 113.5
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Australian Amateur Brewing Championships 2003
Results Summary

PALE EUROPEAN LAGER Ocean Brewing
Sydney

Dub Zivkovic ACT Bohemian Pilsner 124
Gary Rydberg VIC Pale Continental Lager 123.5
Alan McKinnon WA German Pilsner 116.5

DARK LAGER Wyeast
USA

Ray Mills NSW Schwarzbier 119
Arnie Wierenga &Leah
Donaghy

VIC Munich Dunkel 114.5

Gary Hancock ACT Vienna 113

STRONG LAGER Brew Your Own At Home
ACT

Barry Cranston NSW Hellesbock 114
Geoffrey Bryant VIC Doppelbock 109.5
John Strantzen VIC Doppelbock 106.5

PALE AUSTRALIAN LAGER Homebrewers Warehouse
Townsville

Andrew Grange VIC Premium Australian Lager 121
Tony Upton VIC Australian Bitter 114
Andrew Clark QLD Australian Lager 113

WHEAT BEER Maltshovel Brewing
Sydney

Greg Young QLD Weizen 121
Tony Wheeler VIC Weizen 118.5
Danny Fuller QLD Weizen 102

BELGIAN SPECIALTY Maltcraft
Sydney

Stephen Wharton QLD Tripel 120
Christoph Zierholz ACT Trappist 120
G. Prince & M. Jerie VIC Dubbel 116.5

FRUIT/SPECIALTY/EXPERIMENTAL OR
HISTORICAL BEER

The Brewers Den
Boronia, VIC

Michael van der
Heyden

VIC Smoked Porter 120.5

Christoph Zierholz ACT Smoked Porter 120.5
Ian Fleming VIC Ginger Porter 109.5
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AABC 2003:  Best All Grain Beer

Winner:  Mike Day, ACT

Bintani’s Peter Meddings presenting the Best All
Grain Beer trophy to Mike Day.

Sponsored by:

Brewer Profile:
Lives: Isaacs, ACT.
Age 54.
Married: Yes. Beautiful wife Krystyna and children Stephanie (25) and Christopher (23).
Other hobbies: Running, motorcycling, singer in a rock/blues band.
Years brewing: 30+
Usual brewing method: Full mash.
Equipment: 15lt Willow esky mash tun with a Phil’s False Bottom.  32lt Burco Boiler
purchased second-hand 29 years ago in England for £7.
Favourite style to brew: English Bitter.
Favourite ingredient: Maris Otter Pale Malt.
Favourite commercial beer: In Australia it would have to be Little Creatures Pale Ale on tap
at the brewery in Fremantle.  Anywhere in the world?  Hard to choose just one, but Timothy
Taylor’s Landlord, Deuchar’s IPA, Coniston Bluebird, Hopback Summer Lightning, (all cask-
conditioned and drunk in the appropriate British pub), would be in the finals.
Currently brewing: Another English Bitter (no surprises there, then).
Challenges ahead: To brew English Bitters as good as some of the best commercial ones
mentioned above.  As home brewers we now have access to top quality malts and yeasts,
but getting the best quality hops is still a problem.
Advice to brewers: Use the best quality ingredients you can get.
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AABC 2003:  Best Extract Based Beer

Winner:  Stephen Wharton, QLD

Winner of Australia’s Best Extract Beer for 2003,
Stephen Wharton in his Brewery.

Sponsored by:

Brewer Profile:
Lives: Kenmore, Brisbane, Qld.
Age 33
Married: yes. Beautiful wife Julia and children Jessica (5) and Natasha (3).
Other hobbies: Mountain biking, Rugby, surfing.
Years brewing: 1 and a half.
Usual brewing method: mostly partial mashes, with the occasional extract or kit brew when
I’m feeling lazy.
Equipment: a small esky mash tun with a rectangular copper manifold. 10L pot for the boil.
Old fridge for temp control.
Favourite style to brew: I have quite a fondness for Belgian strong ales, but I also enjoy
producing a quality stout.
Favourite ingredient: good quality liquid yeast.
Favourite commercial beer: It changes with my mood, but at the moment it’s a toss-up
between Coopers Vintage Ale (2003) and James Squire IPA.
Currently brewing: another Belgian Tripel (for those cold winter nights) and an Irish red ale.
Challenges ahead: brew a quality Marzen/Oktoberfest and a weizen doppelbock.
Advice to brewers: always make a good healthy yeast starter for every brew – at least 2L
for ales and 4L for lagers, and aerate your wort like your life depends on it!
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AABC2003:  Best First Time Entrant

Winner:  Dub Zivkovic, ACT

The Wig and Pen’s Head Brewer Richard Watkins
presenting the trophy for Best First Time Entrant to

Dub Zivkovic.

Sponsored by:

http://www.wigandpen.com.au
/

Brewer Profile:
Lives: Aranda, ACT.
Age  44.
Married: Yes.
Other hobbies: skiing (tho I haven’t done much recently); collecting and drinking wine
(sacrilege!!).
Years brewing: about 3.
Usual brewing method: Full mash.
Equipment: 19lt Igloo cooler mash tun with slotted copper manifold (got sick of stuck lauters
with plastic “Phalse Bottom”).  50lt boiler and hot liquor tank, each of which has 2 x 1800w
electric kettle elements.  Counterflow chiller with 2 water inlets (so I can pump ice-water thru
the lower section in summer).  Various other paraphernalia, including a counterpressure
bottle filler so that I can enter beers in comps occasionally.
Favourite style to brew: Pale lagers, American ales and English Bitter.
Favourite ingredient: dunno?  I quite like Weyermann Carahell, used in moderation.  Good
European hops when I’m lucky enough to get some.
Favourite commercial beer: Probably Samuel Adams Boston Lager.
Currently brewing: Nothing.  I don’t brew much in summer.
Challenges ahead: To brew a really good, clean German pils - one that would impress even
Bro Lebowski!
Advice to brewers: Don’t believe everything that you read.  Keep it simple, but what you do
- do it well.
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AABC 2003:  Champion Brewer

Winner:  Christoph Zierholz

AABC 2003 Organiser Richard Pass presenting the
trophy for Champion Brewer to Christoph Zierholz.

Sponsored by:

Brewer Profile:
Lives: Lyons, Canberra, ACT
Age 34
Married: surprisingly yes. Stunning wife Michelle (as editor, I saw what the other blokes
wrote and just had to go one better,�).
Other hobbies: Gardening, motorcycling (trying to keep Mike and Richard in sight….),
keeping chooks, music.
Years brewing: 3 and a half.
Usual brewing method: Full mash
Equipment: Rubbermaid with Phil’s Stainless Steel False.Bottom, ex-wash copper boiler
with 54 L capacity (single ring gas fired) bought for $90 after Matt Tolley showed me the add
(THANKS�) , use plastic  primaries and glass carboys for secondaries.
Favourite style to brew: Probably a Hefeweizen and Weizenbock because they were the
beers that got me into brewing (wanted to brew a ‘good beer’ for my Dad who was missing
‘proper‘ beer), otherwise tasty low alcohol beers such as Bitters, Milds and 60 Shilling type
Scottish ales.
Favourite ingredient: Fresh hops from my own vines – I love doing a ‘Harvest Ale’ every
year as it combines brewing with my other passion – gardening.
Favourite commercial beer:  Hoegarden Verboden Vrucht (Forbidden Fruit).
Currently brewing: Have a Belgian Dubbel and Tripel in secondaries (glass carboys) and
will brew a double batch of English Bitter next followed by my annual Fresh Hop Harvest Ale.
Challenges ahead: Lambic, Flemish Red Ale and Belgian Brown Ale.
Advice to brewers: See what the other guys said –  use the best ingredients, good quality
yeast, aerate, sanitise…just have a go and don’t be afraid to stuff up a batch here and
there… keep good notes and when in doubt, do as Charlie Papazian says…relax and have a
homebrew…
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Category 1 :  Low Alcohol

Proudly sponsored by

Styles

Australian Lager

Wheat

English Ordinary Bitter

English Mild

Low alcohol, light
bodied, good quaffing

beer.
Must specify OG & FG

on entry form.
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Brewer: John Abbot Place: 1st

Category: Low Alcohol Style: English Ordinary Bitter

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 7 Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1038 Final Gravity: 1012
Estimated IBU: 30-32 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
20-22

Volume (L):

Yeast: Wyeast 1028 London Ale yeast
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
4.1 kg Pale Malt (IMC)
600 g Crystal Malt (British)
200 g CaraHell Malt (Weyermann)
200 g Light Munich Malt
650 g Polenta
450 g Golden Syrup (Lyells, UK), added at boil

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 20 g Pride of Ringwood cones (10% AA) for 75 minutes

45 g Goldings plugs (6.1% AA) for 75 minutes
Flavour:

Aroma: 30 g Goldings in soak

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Batch size 50 litres in boiler, 70 litres of carbon filtered water with, 6 g Chalk
6 g Gypsum, 5 g Baking Soda, 3 g Epsom salts, 3 g Calcium Chloride
Adjusted with 40% phosphoric acid to a pH of 5.5.
Mash grains and polenta with 17 litres water, Acid Rest @ 41ºC for 10
minutes, protein Rest @ 50ºC for 20 minutes, Conversion @ 66-67ºC for 90
minutes, Mash out @ 77ºC for 10 minutes, sparge through rice hulls, 90
minute boil.

Brewer’s comments:
Ferment @ 20-22ºC for 5 days, racked to secondary for 7 days, kegged with
gelatine finings and gassed to 50 kPa. A very tasty brew when drunk at 9ºC
and low carbonation

Judges’ comments:
Good esters, hops and caramel notes on the nose followed by nice, well
balanced flavours.  An excellent, well balanced and easy drinking beer that
was probably even better earlier in its life – well done.
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Brewer: Stephen Neilsen Place: 2nd

Category: Low Alcohol Style: Wheat

Name of Brew / Recipe: Kurtz’s Belgian Table Beer
Brew Date: Who knows Date Bottled: Few days

ago
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1026 Final Gravity: 1009
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 23

Yeast: Wyeast 3822
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Galaxy 2000g
Spelt 1000g
Wheat flour 500g

Hop schedule:
Bittering: English Kent Goldings 25g at start boil.

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Step mash: 45 minute rest at 50° C, 15 minute rest at 60° C and remainder at
67° C.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Esters and perhaps some phenolics in the aroma, notably a some rubberiness
that dissipates quickly then banana and bubblegum.  Nice malt flavour with
wheaty graininess and a slightly sour finish.  A nice crisp and light thirst
quenching beer.
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Brewer: Christoph Zierholz Place: 3rd

Category: Low Alcohol Style: English Mild

Name of Brew / Recipe: My Mild (own recipe design)
Brew Date: 20/8/2003 Date Bottled: 31/8/2003
Days in Primary: 9 Days in Secondary: 2
Original Gravity: 1040 Final Gravity: 1016
Estimated IBU: 22.4 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
19

Volume (L): 25

Yeast: Wyeast 1318 London Ale III
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Thomas Fawcett Maris Otter Pale 2000g (50%)
Weyermann Munich II 1000g (25%)
Weyermann CaraWheat 500g (12.5%)
Thomas Fawcett Crystal 200g (5%)
Bairds Amber 200g (5%)
Bairds Roasted Barley 100g (2.5%)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 30g Fuggles (Pellets, 5.5 AAU), first wort hopped.

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Standard single step infusion mash for a 90 minute 67° C mash.  No water
treatment.  90 minute boil.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Some dark malt in the aroma followed by good (nutty) malt on the palate with
a dry, perhaps slightly bitter finish.  A very good session beer and an excellent
example of the style, good effort.
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Category 2 :  British Ale

Proudly sponsored by

Greensborough
Home Brew
Melbourne

Styles

English Bitter

English Special Bitter

English Pale Ale

Irish Ale

Scottish Ale

Pale to copper coloured
ale, English ones typical

of traditional English-
style draught beer. Malt

character evident in
Scottish style.
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Brewer: Mike Day Place: 1st

Category: British Ale Style: English Special Bitter

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1052 Final Gravity:
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L):

Yeast: Wyeast 1028 London Ale
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Thomas Fawcett Maris Otter 4500g
Thomas Fawcett Crystal 500g

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 75g Goldings (4.5 AAU), 60 minutes

Flavour: 25g Goldings (6..1 AAU), 15 minutes

Aroma: 25g Chinook (15.7 AAU), 0 minutes

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash with 12.5 L liquor for 66° C strike for 60 minutes, sparge
with 18 L at 78° C.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Lovely bouquet of fruit and hops with some green apple, rose, pineyness and
orange marmelade.  Good malt flavours balanced with nice hops and a
lingering grapefruit finish.  A lovely ‘big’ bitter – complex but very drinkable –
very well done.
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Brewer: Christoph Zierholz Place: 2nd

Category: British Ale Style: English Bitter

Name of Brew / Recipe: My Ordinary (own recipe design)
Brew Date: 31/8/2003 Date Bottled: 17/9/2003
Days in Primary: 12 Days in Secondary: 5
Original Gravity: 1043 Final Gravity: 1012
Estimated IBU: 34.5 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
18

Volume (L): 23

Yeast: Wyeast 1318 London Ale III
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Thomas Fawcett Maris Otter 4500g (63.4%)
Demerara Sugar 500g (7%)
Thomas Fawcett Crystal 500g (7%)
Thomas Fawcett Flaked Maize 500g (7%)
Bairds Amber 400g (5.6%)
IMC Munich 400g (5.6%)
Weyermann CaraWheat 300g (4.2%)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 20g Fuggles (P, 5.5) and 20g Challenger (P, 7.0), FWH

10g Fuggles (P, 5.5) and 10g Challenger (P, 7.0), 90
minutes

Flavour: 20g Challenger (Pellets, 7.0 AAU) at 15 minutes

Aroma: 10g Challenger (Pellets, 7.0 AAU) at 5 minutes

Dry: 30g Hallertauer Hersbrucker (Pellets, 2.9 AAU) mash
hopped

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash for 90 minute rest at 67° C.

Brewer’s comments:
Ingredients were for a split batch, one diluted for this beer the other for an
English Ordinary Bitter.

Judges’ comments:
Floral hop aroma and slight malt.  Big assault of fruit at first, good balance,
finishes surprisingly quickly.  Lovely well crafted beer – well done – an
excellent session beer.
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Brewer: Clive Wilson Place: 3rd

Category: British Ale Style: English Bitter

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1042 Final Gravity: 1012
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L):

Yeast: Wyeast Scottish Ale yeast
Method: Extract based

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
3 kg Coopers liquid pale malt extract
300 g crystal malt (steeped for 30 minutes at 65 C̀, strained into brewpot,
repeated again)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 50 g Fuggles Flowers (90 minute boil)

Flavour: 25 g Fuggles flowers (5 minute boil)

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
8 litres hot wort. 25 litres @ 26 C̀. cooled to 18-22 C̀ ferment temp. racked
after 7 days(24 litres). heater on for 24 hours. bottled after another 7
days with batch primed 175 g dextrose in 23.5 litres. bottled in May 2003.

Brewer’s comments:
Best of Show  at Gawler. First prize in class at state show.

Judges’ comments:
Low malt aroma with some fruitiness.  Caramel flavours with a dry finish.  A
nice session bitter and a good example of the style.
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Category 3: Pale Ale

Proudly sponsored by:

Styles

Australian Pale Ale

American Pale Ale

California Steam

India Pale Ale

Fruitiness common.
Hop character &

bitterness varies down
the list, from moderate

to high. Some
maltiness desirable.
Different styles use

different hop & yeast
varieties.
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Brewer: Mike Day Place: 1st

Category: Pale Ale Style: India Pale Ale

Name of Brew / Recipe: Triumphant IPA
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1060 Final Gravity:
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 17.5

Yeast: Wyeast 1099 Whitbread Ale
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Thomas Fawcett Maris Otter 4500g
Thomas Fawcett Crystal Malt 500g
Vienna Malt 500g

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 35g Horizon (Pellets, 11 AAU), 60 minutes

Flavour: 25g Horizon (Pellets, 11 AAU), 15 minutes

Aroma: 25g Chinook (Pellets, 15.7 AAU), 0 minutes

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash at 65°C for 95 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
A good malt expression, some nice fruitiness and spicy and flowery notes.
Nice malt flavours and integrated bitterness.  A very good example of the style
– well balanced with complex, integrated flavours.
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Brewer: Gary Hancock Place: 2nd

Category: Pale Ale Style: American Pale Ale

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: 14/12/02 Date Bottled: 02/01/03
Days in Primary: 8 Days in Secondary: 10
Original Gravity: 1049 Final Gravity: 1011
Estimated IBU: 37 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
21-22

Volume (L): 22.5

Yeast: Wyeast 1056 American Ale
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
4 kg  Bairds Golden Promise
500 g Bairds Vienna
300 g English Crystal (EBC)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 40 g Cascade (Plugs, 6.4 AAU)

15 g NZ Saaz (7.0 AAU)

Flavour: 15 g Hallertau (Pellets, 3.5 AAU)

Aroma: 10 g Cascade (Plugs, 6.4 AAU)

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
66 C 80 mins

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Good, slightly caramel, malt aroma with some nice clean citrus character.
Sweet malt with clean cascade hops in the palate.  A very good example that
is well balanced and very drinkable.
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Brewer: John Strantzen Place: 3rd

Category: Pale Ale Style: India Pale Ale

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1060 Final Gravity: 1016
Estimated IBU: 52.5 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 20

Yeast: Wyeast 1056 American Ale yeast
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
4.4 kg Franklin Malt
960 g Weyermann Munich Malt (20 EBC)
145 g Weyermann Cara Red (50 EBC)
80 g Acidulated Malt
70 g Weyermann CaraAroma (350 EBC)

Hop schedule:
Bittering:

65 g Cascade pellets (5.7% AA) first wort hopping
Flavour:

Aroma: 50 g Goldings pellets (4.2% AA) added to mash

Dry: Hop tea with 15 g Goldings pellets (4.2% AA) and 5 g
Cascade pellets (5.7% AA) added to secondary

Mash and boil schedule:
Acid rest @ 40.5ºC for 110 minutes
Protein rest @ 50ºC for 30 minutes
Saccharification rest @ 66.5ºC for 90 minutes
65 minute boil

Brewer’s comments:
Target colour 19 EBC

Judges’ comments:
Very malt aroma, some estery fruitiness with hop character slightly subdued.
Rich malt balanced well by hop bitterness and flavour.  A great effort that
could have benefited from a bit more hop character.
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The following article was kindly provided by
Brew Your Own Magazine (Http://byo.com) which
regularly features tips on brewing applicable to
all levels of expertise.

Kick Up Your Kit, Brew Your Own
Magazine, March, 2004 by Marlon Lang

Beer kits are a popular choice for many
homebrewers. But many kit makers may wish
to start brewing "Outside the box." We'll take a
cue from a famous TV chef and show you how
to kick up your kit a notch.

TV chef Emeril Legasse likes to take a plain
recipe and soup it up, no pun intended. He will
flip a pinch of spice into the pot from behind his
back while mugging: “BAM! Let’s kick it up a
notch!” Any kit brewer — whether using simple,
all-extract kits or “complete” kits that include
malt extract, specialty grains, hops and a tube
of liquid yeast — can “kick it up” by adopting
one or more of the following “pinches of spice”
offered here. Oh Boy! Here we go!

Types of Beer Kits

The most basic beer kit consists of a 3.3 pound
(1.5 kg) can of liquid extract and a packet of
dry yeast. Often these kits direct you to
combine the extract with a few pounds of
sugar. Many homebrew shops offer more
advanced kits that contain one or more types
of specialty grain, liquid or dry malt extract,
hops for bittering, flavour and aroma and

priming sugar. (Sometimes these “kits” are
really recipes from the shop’s recipe book.)
There are even beer kits that emulate wine kits
with liquid wort packaged in large bags. Kits
are definitely capable of producing great beer.
Whatever type of kit you have, there are
always enhancements available that will
improve your beer.

Tip1. Malty or Dry? Does your kit instruct you
to add sugar along with your malt extract? If
so, you may have an opportunity to improve
upon the recipe formulation. If the kit specifies
a lot of sugar — anything over 1.5 lbs. (0.68
kg) — you can swap some or all of the sugar
for dried malt extract. Adding dried malt extract
(DME) in place of sugar gives the beer a
maltier flavour. If you want a very malty beer,
replace all of the sugar with dried malt extract.
(You can swap the amounts one for one and
not seriously change the projected strength of
the kit.) If you want a moderately full-bodied
beer, reduce the amount of sugar to less than
a pound and replace the rest with dried malt
extract. If you’re trying to make a light-bodied
beer, keep up to two pounds of sugar in the
formulation and replace the rest with dried malt
extract.

Tip 2. Add Specialty Grains. Does your kit
contain a little bag of crushed grain? If not, you
can kick up your beer flavour a bit by adding
some specialty grains. If you are making a
golden or light-coloured beer, try adding 0.25
lb. (0.11 kg) of CaraPils or light crystal malt
(with a colour rating of 10–
20 °L) to your recipe. For a red or amber ale,
add 0.5 lb. (0.23 kg) of moderately dark crystal
malt (30–40 °L). For darker beers, you can add
a bit of crystal along with some darker malts;
0.5 lb. (0.23 kg) of crystal along with 0.25 lb.
(0.11 kg) of chocolate malt would improve any
all-extract porter. Likewise, adding 0.25 lb.
(0.11 kg) pound of roasted malt to all-extract
stout can add some roastiness. Adding a small
amount of specialty malt will not drastically
alter the character of your beer. It will just
make the beer a little darker and little stronger
— but is that such a bad thing? More
importantly, the flavour of your beer will
improve.

Tip 3. Steep small. Does your kit instruct you
to steep your specialty grains in the full amount
of brewing water? This is a good way to get
the most flavour from the grains, but it’s also a
good way to extract harsh tannins from the
grain. For a better steep, place your crushed
grains in a nylon or muslin steeping bag and
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add only enough water to your brewpot to
cover the grains. Steep the grains at
temperatures anywhere from 130–170 °F (54–
77 °C). When you are done, lift the grain bag
out and let it drip for 15 seconds or so. If you
steep the specialty grains in a separate small
pot, you can be heating the bulk of your
brewing water in your big brewpot during the
steep. Just add the “grain tea” from the little
pot to your big pot when it’s ready — in about
30 minutes.

Tip 4. Do a Partial Mash. Think you can
handle a “small steep?” If so, you should
consider trying a partial mash. Here’s one way
to do it: Add a small amount — either 1.0 lb.
(0.45 kg) or an amount equal to the weight of
the specialty grains combined, whichever is
larger — of crushed 2-row pale malt to your
grain bag. (You can also use pale ale malt or
Pilsner malt.) Now, follow the steeping
instructions above with one small change —
keep the temperature between 148 and 158 °F
(64 and 70 °C) and let the grains “steep” for 45
minutes to 1 hour. That’s it — BAM! You’re
partial mashing. A partial mash beer is going to
have a better grain flavour than a beer with
only steeped specialty grains. Adding a pound
of 2-row malt will make your beer slightly
stronger, of course. If this worries you, just
subtract 0.66 lbs. (0.29 kg) LME or 0.50 lbs.
(0.23 kg) DME from the recipe. Or, don’t worry
about it and enjoy a beer that not only tastes
better, but is slightly stronger.

Tip 5. Add Hops. Does your kit contain a little
bag of hop pellets? Do you like hops? I think
you can see where this is going. All-extract kits
are not typically hopped to the level that
American homebrewers prefer. If your kit lacks
a hop addition — and the kit instructs you to
boil the wort — a sprinkling of hop pellets can
boost your beer’s bitterness. Hops added near
the beginning of a boil add hop bitterness. For
English ales, such as bitters or pale ales, add
between 0.5—1.0 oz (14–28 g) of hop pellets
of either East Kent Golding or Fuggles. Add up
to 1.5 oz. (43 g) for IPAs. For American style
ales, try 1.0–2.0 oz. (28–57 g) of Cascades or
0.25-1.0 oz. (7–28 g) of Chinook (a more
strongly bitter hop variety). For German style
beers, which are typically not as bitter as
English or American styles, try up to 0.75 oz.
(21 g) of Hallertau, Tettnanger or Saaz hops.

A 0.5–1.0 oz. (14–28 g) addition of any of
these hops at 15 minutes remaining boil time
will add hop flavour to your beer. A 0.5–1.0 oz.
(14–28 g) addition at 5 minutes or less will add
hop aroma to your brew. As before, you’re not

totally altering the beer — you’re just kicking it
up a notch.

Tip 6. Make a Yeast Starter. If you use liquid
yeast from a tube or slap-pack, making a
starter a day or two ahead of brew day will
insure that you have a healthy and plentiful
family of yeasty-beasties to start chewing up
the sugars in your wort. I did a web search for
“yeast starter” and got 2794 hits. Here is one
way to do it: Dissolve one cup of extract in 1 qt.
(~1 L) of water and bring to a boil. Let cool to
room temperature then put a 0.5 qt. (0.5 L) of
each into two sterile Mason jars. Shake each
vigorously to aerate, then combine with the
yeast back into one Mason jar. Cap, but leave
the lid slightly loose to permit CO2 to escape.
Add your yeast to this starter 2–3 days before
brewing. Add the whole thing to your wort once
it’s cooled. If you use dried yeast, pitching a
couple packages should give you a sufficient
cell count.

Tip 7. Filter Your Water. Beer is 97% water —
so use good quality water when you brew. A
simple, faucet-mounted carbon filter will
remove most of the compounds in treated
municipal water that can negatively impact
your beer.

Tip 8. Boil Bigger . . . or at Least Better. Just
as there’s more than one way to peel garlic,
there’s more than one way to boil your wort.
Let’s run down your options.

A full wort boil: My definition of a full wort boil
is boiling the entire volume, less evaporation
losses, of wort that will go into the fermenter. A
full wort boil lets you extract more bitterness
from your hops and darkens your wort less. If
you can manage a full wort boil, this is the way
to go. To boil your full wort, you either need a
pot big enough to hold your entire wort or to
boil the wort in shifts. If your boiling pot is not
large enough to hold all your wort, plus a few
gallons of headspace for foaming, see Chris
Colby’s “Texas Two-Step Method” article
(October 2003 BYO) for a way to produce your
wort in two steps.

Add the extract late: Even if you’re saddled
with a small brew pot, you can still tweak some
boil variables to get a better boil. If your kit
contains liquid malt extract, you can add the
bulk of it at or near the end of the boil. To do
this, add one or two pounds of your malt
extract to the kettle at the beginning of your
boil, but withhold the rest. Add your hops at the
times specified in the recipe. With 15 minutes
left in the boil, turn off the heat and stir in the
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remainder of the extract. Resume heating for
the remaining 15 minutes, but don’t worry if the
wort doesn’t return to a boil. See Steve
Bader’s “Boil the Hops, not the Extract,”
(October 2002 BYO) for another variation on
this theme, in which you add the liquid malt
extract at knockout.

Adding the extract late lets you brew pale ales
that are actually pale, not red. Plus, you don’t
have to add a whole hopper of hops to get the
degree of bitterness you want. This advice
runs counter to much homebrew lore, but
many liquid malt extracts are already boiled
during their production. Remember the mantra,
“Don’t fix what ain’t broke?” In this case, it
translates to “Don’t boil what don’t need
boiling.”

Tip 9. Cool it! Many kits instruct you to pour
hot wort directly into your fermenter. Some
even want you to pour it through a strainer.

Don’t do this. Always cool your wort prior to
transferring it from your brew kettle. Moving hot
wort around darkens it and may make your
beer go stale faster. Cool your wort first, then
move it to your fermenter.

Finally, don't forget your Emeril Lagasse
imitation. When you add flavour hops to your
pot, why not flip them in from behind your back
and say, "BAM! I just kicked it up a notch!"

Marlon Lang wrote about PID control in the
November 2003 issue of BYO.

This copyrighted article originally
appeared in Brew Your Own
magazine and byo.com. It is reused
here with permission of the
publisher.

The serious business of judging beer.  It is a tough job but…
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Category 4: Dark Ale

Proudly sponsored by:

Styles

Australian Dark

English Brown

American Brown

Brown Porter

Robust Porter

Increasing colour,
bitterness maltiness

and hop character
down list.
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Brewer: Alan Brown Place: 1st

Category: Dark Ale Style: Brown Porter

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 4 Days in Secondary: 6
Original Gravity: 1052 Final Gravity: 1012
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L):

Yeast: Wyeast 1099 Whitbread Ale
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Thomas Fawcett Maris Otter 3800g
Bairds Amber 450g
Weyermann Caramunich 350g
Wheat Malt 200g
Black Patent Malt 180g

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 25g English Kent Goldings (Pellet, 6.0 AAU) at 60 minutes

14g Fuggle (Plug, 4.8 AAU) at 60 minutes
Flavour: 28g English Kent Goldings (Plug, 5.6 AAU) at 15 minutes

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single step infusion at 63 °C for 60 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Chocolate and roast aromas true to style.  Roast malt bitterness with some
hop flavour in a very smooth beer.  A very good effort in attempting this style –
an excellent beer which is hard to fault.  Well done.
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Brewer: Charles Pedder Place: 2nd

Category: American Brown Style:

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1046 Final Gravity: 1012
Estimated IBU: 26 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 23

Yeast: Wyeast 1056 American Ale yeast straight from fat XL pack
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
4.4 kg Pilsner Malt
400 g Munich Malt
250 g Crystal Malt
100 g Chocolate Malt
450 g Dark brown Sugar

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 5 g Cascade hops for 90 minutes

10 g Cascade hops for 45 minutes
10 g Perle hops for 45 minutes

Flavour: 20 g Cascade pellets for 15 minutes
½ tablet Irish moss 5 minute from end of boil

Aroma: 30 g Cascade at end of boil

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
40 litres of Bannockburn tank water (pH around 6.2 – love that acid rain!!)
Added 1 tsp calcium sulfate, 1 tsp calcium carbonate, ½ tsp magnesium
sulfate
Grains mixed with 15 litres water and held @ 66ºC for 90 minutes
Sparge with 15 litres water @ 77ºC
Boil 90 minutes

Brewer’s comments:
Ferment for 24 days

Judges’ comments:
Big cascade hop character with some  sweet malt in the aroma – the hops
being perhaps a bit overpowering.  Caramel and chocolate malt notes in the
flavour, again a little dominated by the American hops.  A hop dominated dark
ale – very well made.
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Brewer: Christopher Harrison Place: 3rd

Category: Dark Ale Style: Robust Porter

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1056 Final Gravity: 1014
Estimated IBU: 45 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
20

Volume (L): 60

Yeast: Wyeast 1028 London Ale
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
84% Bairds Stout Malt - 12.72kg
8% English Crystal 140 EBC - 1.21kg
6% English Chocolate Malt - 0.91kg
2% Aust Black Malt - 0.3kg

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 73g Northern Brewer Hop Pellets 7.5% A/A - 60 min boil

53g Goldings Hop Pellets 6.1% A/A - 60 min boil
Flavour: 23g Goldings Hop Pellets 6.1% A/A - 15 min boil

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Mash grains at 65 deg C for 90 min
Mash out at 76 deg C for 10 min
90 minute boil

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Aroma - nice complexity from the dark grains.  Good balance of flavours –
coffee like malt and toffee notes with a lingering bitter finish.  A very
interesting and complex beer perhaps lacking a bit of body but has long
lingering malt and bitterness.
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Category 5: Strong Ale

Proudly sponsored by:

Eastern Suburbs Brewmaker,
Peakhurst

Styles

English Strong Ale

Strong Scotch Ale

Barley Wine

Imperial Stout

Full-bodied, complex
maltiness. Very

noticeable alcohol in
stronger examples.

Great variety of styles
with different dominant

character.
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Brewer: Mark Hibberd Place: 1st

Category: Strong Ale Style: Imperial Stout

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1101 Final Gravity: 1028
Estimated IBU: 50 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L):

Yeast: Wyeast 1056 American Ale yeast from previous batch, aerate
well

Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
4 kg Franklin Malt
500 g Munich Malt, 500 g Chocolate Malt
300 g Roast Barley, 250 g Wheat Malt
250 g Light Crystal malt, 250 g Medium Crystal Malt
250 g Amber Malt,
3.4 kg Light Malt Extract
500 g Dark Brown Sugar, 350 g CSR Treacle, 30 g Blackstrap Molasses

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 60 g Pride of Ringwood pellets (9.3%) for 90 minutes

Flavour: 50 g Goldings pellets (5.6%) for 20 minutes
1 tab Irish moss for 10 minutes

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Mash in @ 57ºC for 10 minutes, conversion @ 69 for 50 minutes,
mash out @ 78ºC for 15 minutes, 90 minute boil.

Brewer’s comments:
Ferment @ 20ºC
Age at judging: 3½ years

Judges’ comments:
Intense malt and fruit character which could perhaps be improved with a bit
more roast character.  Hugely complex malt, fruit and roast grain with a
warming finish.  A very good beer.
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Brewer: Christoph Zierholz Place: 2nd

Category: Strong Ale Style: English Strong Ale

Name of Brew / Recipe: Sarah Hughes Ruby Mild (take two)
Brew Date: 14/6/2003 Date Bottled: 29/6/2003
Days in Primary: 7 Days in Secondary: 8
Original Gravity: 1062 Final Gravity: 1009
Estimated IBU: 33.1 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
17

Volume (L): 50

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP 028 Edinburgh Ale
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Thomas Fawcett Maris Otter 6000g (52.6%)
Bairds Stout 3000g (26.3%)
Thomas Fawcett Crystal 1400g (12.3%)
Brown Sugar 600g
Raw Sugar 400g

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 45g Fuggles (Pellets, 5.5AAU) 90 minutes

25g Goldings, Yakima Chief (Pellets, 7.0 AAU) 90 minutes
Flavour: 20g Fuggles (Pellets, 5.5 AAU) 15 minutes

Aroma: 10g Fuggles (Pellets, 5.5 AAU) 5 minutes

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single step infusion at 66 °C for 90 minutes.  Boil was 2 hours but kept at a
simmer rather than vigorous boil.

Brewer’s comments:
Thanks to Mike Day for photocopying the article in ‘Beer Advocate’ on the
interview with the Sarah Hughes brewer which gave some more insight into
this recipe.  I had previously brewed the SHRM out of the ‘Brew Your Own
Real Ale’ book which I also enjoyed so I gave this one a go as well.

Judges’ comments:
Some fruity esters add complexity to dark malt aromas and a pronounced
nuttiness.  Nutty and sweet malt flavour with some fruit.  A well crafted
example of the style – well done.
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Brewer: Gareth Smith Place: 3rd

Category: Strong Ale Style: Imperial Stout

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 30 Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1110 Final Gravity: 1038
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L):

Yeast: Irish Ale (liquid) and 1 packet Champagne Yeast
Method: Kit based

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
ESB Stout Wort Kit, Coopers Stout Kit, Morgans Stout Kit, 1 kg Dark Crystal
malt, 1 kg Country Brewer Stout pack, 800g Dextrose, 200mL Honey, 150g
cracked dark malted grain.

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 60g Goldings simmered in pout with extract for 30 minutes

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry: 20g Goldings and 20g Pride of Ringwood

Mash and boil schedule:
Cracked grains and simmered in 2L hot water for 20 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:
Original brew racked after one month and added champagne yeast.

Judges’ comments:
Fruitiness and some roast malt but perhaps a little light on.  Good complexity
with some sweet malt and big fruit flavours, some warming alcohols
noticeable.  A really good effort.
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Category 6: Stout

Proudly sponsored by:

Styles

Classic Dry Irish

Foreign/ Australian

Sweet

Oatmeal

Black colour.
Distinctive dry roast
bitterness, except in
last two. Usually no

hop flavour or
aroma. Light to
medium to full-

bodied.
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Brewer: Barry Cranston Place: 1st

Category: Stout Style: Foreign / Australian Stout

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: 16/12/02 Date Bottled: 27/1/03
Days in Primary: 21 Days in Secondary: 21
Original Gravity: 1070 Final Gravity: 1020
Estimated IBU: 66 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
20 & 18

Volume (L): 24

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP 004 Irish Ale
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
6000g Stout Malt
700g Roast Barley
500g Crystal Malt
500g Flaked Barley
400g Brown Malt
200g Chocolate Malt
100g Flaked Oats

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 20g Fuggles (Pellets, 5.7 AAU) First Wort Hopped

55g Northern Brewer (Pellets, 9.8 AAU) for 70 minutes
Flavour: 10g Fuggles (Pellets, 5.7 AAU) for 10 minutes

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash with 24 Litres at 66ºC for 90 minutes.  90 minute boil.
Sparged at 70-75ºC for 50 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
A nice roast aroma followed by good well balanced roast flavours and a dry
finish.  A ‘bloody good stout’!
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Brewer: Mark Bailey Place: 2nd

Category: Stout Style: Classic Dry Irish

Name of Brew / Recipe: Oyster Stout
Brew Date: 24/6/2003 Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1055 Final Gravity:
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 46

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP028 Edinburgh Ale
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
8000g Otter
1000g Roast Barley
730g Torrefied Wheat
410g Amber Malt
240g Acidulated Malt
240g Weyermann Smoked Malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 133 g Goldings (6.5 AAU) for 60 minutes.

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Good roasty notes in the aroma.  A well balanced palate of roast grains with a
nice dry finish.  A good stout that is true to style.
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Brewer: Petr Otahal Place: 3rd

Category: Stout Style: Classic Irish Stout

Name of Brew / Recipe: Rye Irish
Brew Date: 17/9/03 Date Bottled: 24/9/03
Days in Primary: 7 Days in Secondary: 0
Original Gravity: 1041 Final Gravity: 1012
Estimated IBU: 40 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
19

Volume (L): 24

Yeast: Wyeast 1084 Irish Ale
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
1400g Pilsner Malt
1400g Traditional Pale Ale Malt
400g Flaked Barley
200g Carafa Special I
200g Carafa Special III
200g Roasted Barley
200g Rye Malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 32g Northern Brewer (Pellet, 10 AAU) for 60 minutes

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Step mash with mash in at 60ºC for 3 minutes, raised to saccharification rest
at 66ºC for 70 minutes followed by mash out at 72ºC for 20 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:
Lag time was 6 hours and fermentation over within 3 days.

Judges’ comments:
Some roasty character in the aroma.  Very dry beer with a nice and clean
roast character.  A good example – well done.
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This article was written for the July 2002
Edition of the Ferm, the newsletter of the
Canberra Brewers by Christoph Zierholz.

Extract Brewing

Making better beer on your kitchen stove
There comes a time in most budding brewers’
lives when the basic homebrew kit and kilo of
sugar is not enough anymore.  Yes, there are
some pretty good kits around these days
covering a good variety of beer styles. And
yes, if you’re using a good yeast (though this is
rarely provided with the kit) and maybe some
extra grain and/or hops you can make some
decent beer, provided of course your basic
technique in terms of hygiene and looking after
the fermentation (temperature control and
timing) is sound.  For many, this will be enough
and they will be content making sound beer
consistently and with a minimum of fuss.  For
others, the Homebrew Kit will become limiting
because it predetermines the result to a fair
extent, even if you ‘tart it up’ with additional
ingredients and experiment with better yeasts.

Extract brewing, that is using unhopped extract
as the main source of fermentable sugars in
your wort will allow you to control your beer to
a greater extent than kits do.  There are
obviously still some limitations when compared
to doing a full mash (or the intermediate mini-
mash) but there are also considerable
advantages in terms of time and effort saved,
and the type of gear you can get away with.

Anyway, enough rambling about the pros and
cons, what I wanted to do here is to describe
and illustrate a technique I have used with
some success and maybe give a few hints
along the way.  It is certainly not about trying to
convince you that this is the best or only
technique to use…

Thoughts on the boil
Using unhopped extract means that you have
to do a hop boil to extract the bitterness,
flavour and aroma from the hops.  Because
you’re dealing with a concentrate, you can get
away with not boiling the full final volume of
wort (actually more is needed in mashing
because you loose quite a bit in evaporation
during the boil).  You do however need to think
about the gravity of the hop boil because it
affects the efficiency of hop extraction.  The
higher the Specific Gravity (SG), the lower the
viscosity of the boil and the lower the efficiency
of hop extraction.  My large pot in which I boil

the hops has about a 7 Litre capacity.  Since
you generally use about 3 kg of liquid extract
for a 21 or so Litre batch in a standard strength
beer, I started using 1 kg dissolved in 7 Litres
and have stuck with that.  The liquid for the boil
is generally the tea made from steeping
specialty grains (for additional flavour and
colour), topped up with extra boiling water.
Using this approach consistently has taught
me to finetune hopping rates reasonably well.
I still boil the remaining extract and other
ingredients (adjuncts such as maltodextrin,
candi sugar, molasses, honey or whatever) for
a brief period to ensure sanitary conditions but
do this with a relatively small volume of water
to reduce the volume of boiling liquid I have to
cool to make up the final wort.

Steeping Grains
Using specialty grains allows you to adjust the
flavour and colour of your beer quite well.
There are a couple of ways to do this but
essentially you’re steeping the grain at more or
less a constant temperature to dissolve sugars
(but not the tannins from the grains’ husks) in
water and then remove the grain before the
boil.  Again as with the hop boil it’s worth
noting the ratio of water to grain.  Water is
quite an aggressive substance really and will
leach tannins if you rinse the grains too
thoroughly.  Do not worry too much however
for unlike oversparging a full mash, we’re not
talking about a lot of grain so the tannin level
would not be great even if you do completely
the wrong thing.  I have tasted beers where the
specialty grains were boiled with the hops and
found them quite ok.

The Basic Procedure
I’ll try to describe things here step by step but
do remember that as much as possible, try to
do the tasks concurrently.  Often you don’t
have to wait for one thing to end before you
can prepare the next.
The Basic Gear
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A larger pot for the hop boil and a smaller pot
for first doing the grain steep and then
sanitising the rest of the ingredients.
Also, a sieve for straining the grains, a couple of
jugs for getting the water temperature right, the
electric kettle, the thermometer and of course
the trusted long handled spoon.  Blender and
pasta jars not really necessary but I do use the
mortar and pestle sometimes.

I begin with weighing out my specialty grains
and put them in my smaller (3L) pot.  I pour in
a sufficient amount of hot water (70-75º C) so
that the grains are covered well and the
temperature stabilises at about 65º C.  To get
the water to the right temperature, I have two
plastic jugs (one empty, one with cold water,
an electric kettle (just boiled) and a
thermometer.  I simply put the thermometer in
the empty jug and pour bot boiled water and
cold water in to get the correct temperature.  I
pour that onto the grain, measure the
temperature and then top up with hotter or
colder water as necessary.  I steep for 30
minutes but if your in a rush, you could use a
bit more grain and do it quicker for the same
amount of flavour and colour.

Steeping the grains
Once the temperature has stabilised, I put the lid
on and might even put the stove on low to
maintain warmth as the stainless steel pot is not
insulated and will loose some heat.

While that is going, I’ll pour a couple of
centimetres deep or so of boiled water into my
larger pot and weigh out 1 kg of extract and
pour that in there as well to dissolve it and
begin heating it up.  At the 30 minute steep
mark, I pour the whole lot into the sieve and
rinse through with more 65º C water.  I gauge
by colour and taste when I’ve rinsed enough
(compared to how sweet and dark the sparge
water was initially) and top up the pot with
boiling water and turn up the heat.

The ‘Sparge’
The steeped grains and liquid have been poured
into the sieve and are now rinsed with some
more 65º C water.

While the large pot is coming up to the boil, I
weigh out my bittering hops and give the small
pot a quick clean and then put the rest of the
ingredients in that with some water and turn on
the heat.  Keep one of the jugs with cold water
on hand as it is the best thing for stopping boil
overs – if the boil looks like getting away from
you just pour some cold water in it which works
faster than removing it from the boil.  Also, the
small pot with all the other ingredients will have
a much higher gravity and be a thick
consistency, more prone to boiling over so turn
the heat on more gently and watch it carefully.
Once the main boil has commenced, add your
bittering hops and keep it on a rolling boil for
45-60 minutes, the other can be simmered for
less time than this as all your doing is
sanitising the stuff.

The boil
Though not really obvious in the picture, the
main boil in the large pot on the right is quite
vigorous.  The left pot is more on a simmer and
as it is quite thick, is watched carefully.

By the time I put the flavouring hops in (15
minutes before the end of the boil), I remove
the small pot and put it in the sink with cold
water and some frozen plastic bottles around it
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to chill it down as quick as possible.  If you’re
not using the sink for other things you can get
the ice water happening quite early so that it is
really cold which will speed things up even
more.  I generally monitor the temperature as it
is cooling with the same trusted thermometer
and transfer into my sanitised fermenter when
the liquid is below 40º C, simply by pouring
straight out of the pot.  At 2 minutes to
knockout, the aroma hops go in and once the
heat is turned off, the cooling routine is the
same as for the small pot.

I generally pour everything into the fermenter
without straining and then make up to the final
volume (minus the starter) and pitch once the
temperature is about right.  For ales I count on
the fact that most of the hop debris that could
clog the tap on the fermenter will be removed
by skimming the yeast (which I generally do at
about 24 and 36 hours after pitching).  If I brew
a lager, I might use the sieve I use for the
steeped grain after rinsing it in boiling water to
get rid of flower hops.  With pellets only, I
generally rely on it settling out as I leave lagers
in the primary for up to 2 weeks before racking,
and in the secondary (glass carboy) for at least
another two.

Concluding remarks

I hope that the approach I have described will
be of use to some who are looking for a way to
forward from kits but don’t want to mash.  At
least not for a while.  As you can see, the gear
you need you probably already have or can for
the most part buy cheaply.  The biggest
expense would be to get good pots /
saucepans that have a solid base but these
are definitely worth the investment, particularly
as you can use them for cooking as well – the
ones I use are our everyday cooking
saucepans.

You can make many beer styles quite
successfully with this technique and tailor
recipes to your liking.  That is really the best
part about it, the chance to experiment and
tinker.  This is probably also why it’s the
perfect stepping stone toward mashing and
many who switch from kits to extracts and then
enjoy the greater level of control will move onto
mashing eventually.  However do remember
that getting a decent wort is only part of the
equation.  Using good yeast and looking after
the fermentation is just as, if not more so
important in making good beer.  But to cover
that you need another article or three.

A brief moment of relent for the busy stewards and judges…
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Category 7 :  Pale European
Lager

Proudly sponsored by

Ocean Brewing,
 Sydney

Styles

Kölsch

Pale Continental Lager

Munich Helles

Dortmunder Export

Classic American Pilsner

German Pilsner

Bohemian Pilsner

Very clean-tasting with
malt character evident.

Bitterness and body
increasing down list.

Only noble hop aroma &
flavour should be

evident.
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Brewer: Dub Zivkovic Place: 1st

Category: Pale European Lager Style: Bohemian Pilsner

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 21 Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1050 Final Gravity: 1015
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
12

Volume (L):

Yeast: DCL 34/70 Weihenstephan Lager
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Hoepfner Pils 4500g
Weyermann CaraPils 200g
Weyermann Acidulated 150g
Weyermann CaraHell 150g

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 40g Hallertau (Pellets, 5 AAU), 90 minutes

Flavour: 30g Saaz (Pellets, 3 AAU), 30 minutes

Aroma: 30g Saaz (Pellets, 5 AAU), 5 minutes

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
“Schmitz style “decoction mash (100% of grain boiled, cooled and returned for
15 minutes), 67°C saccharification rest for about 90 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Nice and clean malt aroma with some hop character.  Really good malt and
hop flavours that are well integrated and a lingering finish.  Excellent example
and great effort at a difficult style.
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Brewer: Gary Rydberg Place: 2nd

Category: Pale European Lager Style: Pale Continental Lager

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 14 Days in Secondary: 21
Original Gravity: 1055 Final Gravity: 1012
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
11 & 7

Volume (L): 25

Yeast: Wyeast 2124 Bohemian Lager yeast
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
4500g Hoepfner Pilsner Malt
500 g Hoepfner Munich malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 10 g Tettnang pellets (5.6%) added to first runnings

30 g Tettnang pellets (5.6%) for 60 minutes
Flavour: 20 g Tettnang pellets (5.6%) for 15 minutes

Aroma: 30 g Tettnang pellets (5.6%) at end of boil

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
20 litres of pre-boiled water with 1 tsp calcium sulfate
Protein rest @ 52ºC for 30 minutes, then add 7 litres boiling water
Conversion @ 65-66ºC for 75 minutes
Mash out @ 77ºC for 15 minutes
95 minute boil

Brewer’s comments:
Ferment @ 10-12ºC for 2 weeks
Racked to secondary for 3 weeks @ 6-8ºC
Added gelatine finings for last 4 days
Age at judging: 6 weeks from bottling

Judges’ comments:
Nice fragrant hops mixed with sweet malt, clean.  Crisp and clean palate.  A
well crafted example.
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Brewer: Alan McKinnon Place: 3rd

Category: Pale European Lager Style: German Pilsner

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 14 Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1050 Final Gravity:
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
10

Volume (L):

Yeast: Wyeast Munich Lager
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
6800g Pilsner Malt
400g Wheat Malt
200g Munich Malt
200g Vienna Malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 15g Tettnanger (4.5 AAU) for 60 minutes

45g Green Bullet (12.1 AAU) for 60 minutes
Flavour: 50g Tettnanger (4.5 AAU) for 5 minutes

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash at 66ºC for 90 minutes, 60 minute boil.

Brewer’s comments:
Ferment at 10ºC for 2 weeks, 3 days at 16ºC for diacetyl rest followed by 3
month lagering period.

Judges’ comments:
A subtle and clean aroma of hops and malt.  Slightly harsh hop character but
otherwise well balanced and clean with a good finish. An excellent effort –
well done.
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Category 8 :  Dark Lager

Proudly sponsored by

Styles

Munich Dunkel

Schwarzbier

Altbier

Vienna

Oktoberfest/Maerzen

Amber to black in
colour. Strong malty

character. Hop balance
prevents lingering

sweetness. Very clean
finish.
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Brewer: Ray Mills Place: 1st

Category: Dark Lager Style: Schwarzbier

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 14 Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1053 Final Gravity: 1014
Estimated IBU: 23 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
12

Volume (L):

Yeast: Whitelabs 810 San Francisco Lager
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
3500g German Pilsner
1000g German Dark Munich
500g German Light Wheat
150g Roasted Barley
150g Carafa I

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 20g Perle (7.0 AAU), 10g Hallertauer Mittelfrueh (3.2 AAU)

and 10g Tettnang (5.7 AAU) all First Wort Hops.
Flavour:

Aroma: 15g Czech Saaz (4.0 AAU) boiled for 1 minute.

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single decoction mash. Initial rest at 64ºC for 90 minutes, boiled 40% of mash
for 10 minutes, mash out at 70ºC for 30 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:
Fermented at 12ºC for 14 days followed by a 3 day rest (diacetyl) at 20ºC and
then lagered at 2ºC for 4 weeks.

Judges’ comments:
Malty, with some caramel and roast notes in the aroma.  Well balanced palate
with medium bitterness and good dry roasty character.  Excellent!
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Brewer: Arnie Wierenga &Leah
Donaghy

Place: 2nd

Category: Dark Lager Style: Munich Dunkel

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1055 Final Gravity: 1014
Estimated IBU: 26 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 41

Yeast: Wyeast 2308 Munich Lager yeast
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
7400g Munich Malt (Hoepfner)
1800g Pilsner Malt (Alexis)
400 g Carafa Special I (Weyermann)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 50 g Hallertauer (Pellets, 5.5AAU) for 60 minutes (21.6 IBU)

Flavour: 50 g Hallertauer (Pellets, 5.5AAU) for 10 minutes (4.3 IBU)

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Dough in with 29 litres water @ 62ºC for 10 minutes
Saccharification rest @ 67ºC for 100 minutes
Mash out @ 76ºC for 20 minutes
Sparge with water @ 76ºC
90 minute boil
12 g Irish moss for 15 minutes

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
A pleasant malty aroma followed by a clean, pleasant beer of perhaps slightly
high bitterness for the style.  An excellent beer nevertheless.
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Brewer: Gary Hancock Place: 3rd

Category: Dark Lager Style: Vienna

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: 7/702 Date Bottled: 2/8/02
Days in Primary: 10 Days in Secondary: 15
Original Gravity: 1051 Final Gravity: 1012
Estimated IBU: 26 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
10

Volume (L): 22

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP 838 South German Lager
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
2.5 kg  Weyerman Pils malt
2 kg Bairds Vienna malt (12 EBC)
300 g CaraPils malt
200 g Melanoidin malt (3-5 EBC)
175g Cararoma

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 14 g Perle (Pellets, 9.0 AAU)

21 g Tettnanger (4.5AAU)
Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
55 C 20 mins
65 C 20 mins
decoction to 68 C 30 mins
½ tab Whirlfloc

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Subtle hop aroma with some malt and caramel.  Well balanced malt and hop
flavours.  A good example of the style.
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Category 9 :  Strong Lager

Proudly sponsored by

Styles

Strong Pale Lager

Traditional Bock

Helles Bock

Doppelbock

Pale to dark brown in
colour. Alcohol evident.

Malty with clean finish
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Brewer: Barry Cranston Place: 1st

Category: Strong Lager Style: Hellesbock

Name of Brew / Recipe: Maibock
Brew Date: 7/7/03 Date Bottled: 9/8/03
Days in Primary: 21 Days in Secondary: 12
Original Gravity: 1070 Final Gravity: 1016
Estimated IBU: 28 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
11 & 10

Volume (L): 25

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP 810 San Francisco Lager
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
4000g Pils Malt
1000g Dark Munich Malt
200g Melanoiden
40g Acidulated Malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 30g Hersbrucker (Pellets, 2.9 AAU) First Wort Hops

20g Hersbrucker (Pellets, 2.9 AAU) for 70 minutes
30g Tettnang (Pellets, 4.7 AAU) for 70 minutes

Flavour: 10g Hersbrucker (Pellets, 2.9 AAU) for 5 minutes
5g Tettnang (Pellets, 4.7 AAU) for 5 minutes

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash at 66ºC for 100 minutes, sparged at 70ºC for 60
minutes, boiled for 90 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Clean subtle malt aroma.  Malty and sweet palate with perhaps a little too
much hops.  A very good Helles Bock!
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Brewer: John Strantzen Place: 3rd

Category: Strong Lager Style: Doppelbock

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 9 Days in Secondary: 365
Original Gravity: 1074 Final Gravity: 1020
Estimated IBU: 25 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
8

Volume (L): 20

Yeast: Wyeast 2206 Bavarian Lager yeast
Method: Full mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
2700g  Franklin Malt
2100g  Medium Munich Malt (16°EBC)
320 g  Light Munich Malt (12°EBC)
290 g  Dark Crystal Malt (220°EBC)
120 g  Flaked Barley

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 45 g  Saaz pellets (3 AAU) first wort hopping (120 minutes)

14 g  Hersbrucker cones (3.5 AAU) for 120 minutes
Flavour:

Aroma: 30 g  Saaz pellets (3 AAU) in mash

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Preboil all water, Triple decoction mash, acid rest @ 40°C for 140 minutes,
Protein rest @ 49°C for 150 minutes, first saccharification rest @ 65°C for 50
minutes, second saccharification rest @ 71°C for 45 minutes, mash out to
~75°C, sparged to collect 30 litres,  total boil time  120 minutes.  Age when
judged: 2 years.

Brewer’s comments:
Irish moss added, secondary fermentation in 19 litre glass demijohn (with fresh
yeast added) for about 2 months, then bottled.

Judges’ comments:
Very full, intense malt aroma.  Very flavoursome, malt and hop flavours are
balanced nicely.  A very good example of a bock.
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The following article was kindly provided by
Brew Your Own Magazine (Http://byo.com) which
regularly features tips on brewing applicable to
all levels of expertise.

Note that there are some notable differences
between different competition requirements so
not all tips presented in the article are applicable
to our conditions (editor).

Make Your Beer Competition Ready Jan,
1997 by Ron Bach

Tips from hopping to shipping rates that will put
your beer in the winner's circle.

There are several reasons to enter your beer in
competition. Entering a homebrew competition
is the best way to evaluate the quality of your
beer and to receive detailed information on
improving your beer and correcting any faults it
might have.

Another reason to enter contests is the spirit of
competing -- pitting your beer against others
and finding out how well it measures up. There
is great excitement in competing and an
immense pride in winning, in knowing yours
was one of the best beers entered.

Some homebrewers brew only for the thrill,
excitement, and challenge of competing. One
award-winning Texas homebrewer said, "I got
into homebrewing only to compete. I do not
brew to drink my own beer. I am a very
competitive person, I've competed athletically
all my life, and now I find competing in
homebrew competitions helps fill that void."

Doing some basic groundwork before you
enter is necessary to give your beers a fighting
chance.

Before You Brew

There are many factors to take into account
when brewing for competition. It is important to
know the rules and guidelines of the
competition you plan to enter. Most
competitions have fairly standard rules with
some unique guidelines. If you don't follow
these rules, you may find yourself disqualified
and all your work for naught.

One competition may allow only 12-ounce
brown bottles while another competition may
adhere to the American Homebrewers
Association (AHA) competition standards of
10- to 14-ounce green or brown unmarked
bottles. Some competitions allow multiple

entries in a category while others permit only
one entry per category. Most competitions
require three bottles to enter, but some smaller
competitions request only two bottles per entry.
Regardless, you must review the competition
rules and follow them.

Another critical area to research is the styles
guidelines for the competition. The majority of
competitions follow the AHA styles guidelines
with some minor deviations, such as
establishing a unique category for the
competition.

The Dixie Cup in Houston is perhaps the
largest homebrew club competition in the
United States with 981 entries in the October
1996 competition. The Dixie Cup has its own
styles guidelines. Three of the unique
categories include "East Coast Porter," less
hoppy and assertive than traditional porter;
"California Dark Texas Brown Ale," a category
for homebrew that has no commercial
equivalent and that does not quite fit into any
other category; and "Breakfast Cereal Beer"
(first created by the
Chicago Beer Society in the Midwest
Invitational Brewoff), which requires at least
one multi-serving container of a breakfast
cereal to be used as a source of fermentables.

Brewing the Best Beer

Whether you are a beginning brewer or an
experienced brewer, an all-extract, a partial-
mash, or an all-grain brewer, do not hesitate to
compete. Brewers in all of these areas have
been successful in competitions.
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All-grain brewers do have a clear advantage
when brewing the light- coloured lagers, such
as American lagers, classic pilsners, and
German light lagers, since it is very difficult to
keep the colour in the light straw to golden
range (23 to 83 Lovibond) using extract malt.
Partial-mash brewers can compete nose to
nose with all-grain brewers, especially when
brewing ales.

The key to brewing for competition is
disciplined brewing: brewing to style and
adhering to guidelines. When brewing a beer
for competition, first determine the style you
want to brew. If it is a style you have not
brewed before, you will need to do some
research to acquaint yourself with the style, its
various characteristics, and its parameters.
You may find recipes in brewing magazines, in
books on brewing and beer recipes, from other
homebrewers, and from your local homebrew
supply shop. When you are familiar with a
style, try developing your own recipes.

Pay attention to detail when brewing. Keep a
close eye on developing the correct original
gravity, final gravity, and colour of the beer for
the style. Carefully choose the variety of hops,
grains, water treatment, and yeast strain to
give the beer the
proper characteristics.

You need to establish a realistic time line,
carefully planning out when you should finish
brewing and bottling each beer you plan to
enter in a given competition. It is imperative to
start early and to brew the stronger, higher-
alcohol beers first so they can mature. Some
beers, such as barleywines, strong ales, and
doppelbocks, can take six months to a year or
more to peak, while other styles, such as pale
ales and bitters, usually peak in freshness after
three to six weeks in the bottle. The stronger
beers and darker beers last longer and can be
entered in multiple competitions. You are not
restricted to entering one of your
beers in only one competition.

You will want to taste and evaluate your beers
before you enter them into a competition. By
periodically tasting your beers, you will be able
to ascertain how well your beers are
developing and maturing. Ask others
knowledgeable about the style to sample your
beer and tell you how well it fits the category
you plan to enter and if it has any faults. It is
not unusual for a beer to turn out different than
intended and have characteristics more closely
fitting another subcategory or style.

A few years ago one brewer entered a beer in
two categories in the same competition and
took a second place as an India pale ale and
third place as an English old ale. Later the
same year that beer was selected the best
Scottish ale in the brewer's homebrew club
and was entered into the AHA Scottish Ale
Club Only Competition. Although not in the top
three Scottish ales, it placed number two out of
eight in the Scottish heavy ales subcategory.
This would be much harder to do today,
because the quality of the beers entered in
competition is much better and the judging has
improved markedly. Still, you can sometimes
get a lot of mileage out of one beer.

Entering the Competition

You need to be discriminating about the
competitions you enter. Select only the ones
that best suit your goals. In 1996 there were
more than 200 competitions across the United
States. Why ship your beers all the way across
country when there may be local events that
will do just as well?

Check out local competitions such as a local
homebrew-club event or a nearby state fair. If
you are just starting to compete and your
primary goal is to win rather than obtain
feedback on your beer, stay away from the
large competitions (200 entries
or more) and enter the smaller events. For the
best opportunity to compete, place, and
sharpen your brewing skills, enter multiple
competitions and submit multiple entries. In the
larger homebrew contests the judges are
generally more experienced, but the overall
calibre of the entries is much higher. Once you
have established yourself in smaller
competitions, then enter the larger, more
challenging events.

Competition schedules are available in
regional brew newspapers. Another source is
homebrew clubs. The AHA sends out quarterly
updates to affiliated clubs listing AHA-
sanctioned competitions scheduled for the next
six to nine months.

When it's time to send your beer off to the
chosen site, careful packing is important to
ensure your entries arrive in good condition. A
broken bottle can eliminate you from the
possibility of first place or best of show. A good
source of shipping
boxes is from beer-of-the-month clubs. They
usually hold 12 bottles (four entries). Do not
rely on the boxes themselves. Add additional
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packing such as bubble wrap, popcorn
packing, or even fluffed-up newspaper. You
can also protect your shipment by
packing the box in another larger box with
packing all around the inside.

If you are a member of a homebrew club,
encourage your club to hold packing parties to
help members ship their beer to competition.
One homebrew club regularly packs and ships
more than 100 entries at its packing parties.
Maybe a club member has business
connections and can get the UPS business
shipping rate, or your local homebrew supply
shop might be willing to help you ship your
beer at a discount.

Shipping is another area to which many
competition entrants do not give adequate
attention. Although alcohol cannot be shipped
through the US Postal Service, it is legal to
ship it through commercial parcel companies,
such as UPS and Federal Express, for
competition and tasting.

Find out what the shipping time will be,
because you want your shipment to arrive in
plenty of time to allow the beer to stabilise and
settle before being judged. Some shipping
outlets are not knowledgeable about the
legalities of shipping beer. To avoid problems,
be inventive in what you label your shipment.
Call it "perishable food products," "liquid
bread," or even "specimen samples."

Avoid shipping over weekends, if possible,
because the shipment may sit in a hot truck or
in a freezing warehouse, ruining your beer. It
doesn't take much abuse to affect the flavour
and taste of beer. Ship in time to arrive before
the weekend, even if it is a week before the
competition. The deadline for entries is often
as much as five days to a week before
competition judging. As a rule, the larger the
competition, the earlier the entry deadline.
During extreme weather or when you lack
shipping time, consider spending a couple of
extra dollars to air express your prized
competition beer.

The Winning Edge

Brewing good beer and getting it to
competition is a great start, but they are just
small steps. Here are some hints that could
give your beers a winning edge.

Brew the big beer. Big beer is generally at the
high end of the scale for the style. Brew a beer
that has a high starting gravity and a high hop

rate for the style. While you are going for a
very flavourful beer, make sure your beers
have a good hop/malt ratio and are balanced
in both flavour and aroma.

Always use the proper brewing ingredients for
the style, including hops, malt, yeast, and
water treatment. For example if you are
brewing a classic English pale ale, use
traditional English hops such as Fuggle or East
Kent Goldings. Do not substitute
Cascade, which is very citrusy, flowery, and
floral in flavour and aroma. If you are brewing a
German doppelbock, do not use roasted barley
to darken the beer because it is inappropriate
for that style (but essential in a dry stout).

Make a good first impression. Get off on the
right foot with the judges by selecting your
best-looking bottles for competition. Fill them to
the proper level, one-half to 1 1/2 inches from
the top.

Submit many entries. The more entries you
submit, the greater your chances of winning.

Take advantage of regional beer preferences.
An awareness of regional beer preferences
can help make you more competitive when
entering beer in these areas. For instance the
West Coast is known for its hoppy ales, so
make sure your ales are very
hoppy for those competitions. The central part
of the country, including Texas, has a strong
German brewing influence that tends to
emphasise less-hoppy styles of lagers. The
Northeast, with its strong English influence,
leans toward English styles, particularly the
heavy ales such as English old ales, Scottish
strong ale, and barleywine. In Florida they
brew ales with a lot of hop character.

Do not get discouraged. It is extremely
important to maintain a positive attitude when
entering competitions. You will receive
impartial evaluations of your beer, and as your
brewing improves through experience and
feedback, you will eventually start to win.
Remember, winning in competition is to some
extent a numbers game. If you are brewing
clean, relatively faultless beer,
you will eventually win. Also, just because you
win in one competition, even if you win best of
show, you may not win in another competition
with the same beer. There are many variables
that come into play including the quality of the
other beers
entered, the freshness of your beer, the
experience of the judges, the size of the
competition, and regional differences.
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To bottle it up:
1.Use your best bottles; you want to make a
good first impression.
2.Ship the right number of bottles. Most
homebrew competitions require three for each
entry.
3.Pack well. Use bubble wrap or popcorn
packing. Place one box within another if
necessary.
4.Don't label your package "beer." Call it
"perishable food products" or another generic
name.
5.Use a private carrier such as UPS or Federal
Express. It's illegal to ship alcoholic beverages
through the US Postal
Service.

6.Don't ship over a weekend. Your package
may sit on a hot truck.

Ron Bach is an award-winning homebrewer, a
BJCP Certified Judge, and a veteran
competition Organizer.

This copyrighted article originally
appeared in Brew Your Own
magazine and byo.com. It is reused
here with permission of the
publisher.

Enjoying the spoils after a hard day, the presentation night was a huge
success.
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Category 10 :  Pale Australian
Lager

Proudly sponsored by

Style

Australian Lager

Australian Bitter

Premium Australian
Lager

A light coloured,
refreshing beer. Should

be clear and well
carbonated. Premium

lager should have
more malt and body.
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Brewer: Andrew Grange Place: 1st

Category: Pale Australian Lager Style: Premium Australian Lager

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1048 Final Gravity: 1014
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 20.5

Yeast: Coopers kit yeast
Method: Kit based

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
1.7 kg Cooper Draught can
1 kg Breweiser Brew Booster
12 g Breweiser Finishing hops (blended type)

Hop schedule:
Bittering:

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Add the Brew Booster to 3 litres water and boil for 15 mins. Strain into
fermenter through stocking leg. Add kit contents and stir until all dissolved.
Top up with cold water. Pitch yeast

Brewer’s comments:
Age at judging 8 months.  They don’t come more basic than this. I had been
brewing for a few months and the last few kits were appalling. On advice from
my brew shop (Brew N Grow), I tried this. To any newcomers to this
enthralling hobby/ pastime/ addiction, cleanliness, patience and corner cutting
are fundamental. Also join a club.

Judges’ comments:
Clean malt nose with good hop character.  Pleasant hop and malt balance in
the palate.  A very good example of the style – nice work!
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Brewer: Tony Upton Place: 2nd

Category: Pale Australian Lager Style: Australian Bitter

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1043 Final Gravity: 1016
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L):

Yeast:
Method: Kit based

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
1 can Coopers IPA kit
1 kg Light Dry Malt Extract
30 g Goldings plugs

Hop schedule:
Bittering:

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Start yeast from kit in tsp sugar dissolved in boiling water.
To 6 litres of boiling water, add the dry malt extract and 20 g Goldings plugs
and boil for 40 minutes. Then add remaining 10 g Goldings plugs and boil for
further 20 minutes. Cool and filter into fermenter. Add kit contents and cold
water to make 25 litres. Add yeast @ 28°C

Brewer’s comments:
Bottled 9 litres, kegged the rest
Age at judging: 5 months

Judges’ comments:
Nice malty aroma, slightly perfumy but pleasant.  Well balanced with a nice
fruitiness and a clean finish.  Well done, a good example of the style.
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Brewer: Andrew Clark Place: 3rd

Category: Pale Australian Lager Style: Australian Lager

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 10 Days in Secondary: 14
Original Gravity: 1044 Final Gravity: 1010
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
16 & 6

Volume (L):

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP004 Irish Ale
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
3000g Pale Malt
1000g Flaked Rice
250g Munich Malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 30g Hallertau (6.4 AAU) for 60 minute boil

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Mash grains in 12 litres of liquor for 75 minutes at 65.5ºC then sparge with 18
litres of sparge water at 78ºC over 45 minutes.  Boil for 60 minutes and add
hops at start of boil.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Quite clean with low hop aroma.  Clean malt flavours with a dry finish.  A good
example of the style, well done.
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Category 11 :  Wheat Beer

Proudly sponsored by

Styles

Australian

Weizen

Dunkelweizen

Weizenbock

Phenolic character from
special wheat yeasts
dominant. Low hop
bitterness. Medium

body.
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Brewer: Greg Young Place: 1st

Category: Wheat Beer Style: Weizen

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1051 Final Gravity: 1022
Estimated IBU: 14.6 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L):

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP 380 Hefeweizen
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
3370g Hoepfner Wheat Malt
2240 IMC Pilsner Malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 3 Plugs Czech Saaz (3.2 AAU) for 60 minutes

Flavour: 3 Plugs Czech Saaz (3.2 AAU) for 30 minutes

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Mash in at 50ºC for 20 minute rest, draw off decoction, slowly heat to 70ºC
and hold for 20 minutes, raise heat to boiling and boil for 30 minutes then
return to mash, settle mash at 67ºC and hold for 30 minutes before second
boil, rest for 30 minutes then cool.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Good banana and mild esters, some wheatiness.  Clean palate with a
pleasant mix of spicy malt and complex esters.  A refreshing and interesting
beer with well integrated flavours – lovely.
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Brewer: Tony Wheeler Place: 2nd

Category: Wheat Beer Style: Weizen

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 6 Days in Secondary: 7
Original Gravity: 1050 Final Gravity: 1010
Estimated IBU: 12 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
22

Volume (L): 24

Yeast: Wyeast 3068 Weihenstephan yeast in 1 litre starter
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
2.5 kg Pale Wheat Malt (Hoepfner)
1.6 kg Pilsner Malt (Hoepfner)
240 g CaraHell (Weyermann)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 30 g Hersbruecker pellets (2.9%) for 60 minutes
Flavour:
Aroma:
Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Dough in with 2 litres/kg water with 0.2 g/ litre calcium chloride, dough in 42°C
for 30 minutes, protein rest @ 53°C for 25 minutes, conversion @ 69°C,
falling to 65°C over 85 minutes, mash out @ 77°C for 15 minutes, 120 g Rice
hulls stirred in at mash out.  95 minute boil. Irish moss for 10 minutes

Brewer’s comments:
Bulk primed with spare wort and bottled, age at judging 3 months.
Grain bill for this beer is based on the Weyermann recipe sheet. I wanted to
ferment it warm but previous experience had taught me that the
Weihenstephan beast turns feral above 20°C, oozing and expanding through
every crack and crevice until it takes over your brewery, your house, your
suburb! I have a sneaking suspicion that the ‘fifties sci-fi movie “The Blob”
was inspired by a wheat beer fermentation gone wrong! On that occasion the
young Steve McQueen also found that temperature was the key factor. He
eventually quelled the monster by chilling it with CO2 fir extinguishers,
whereupon it was airlifted and dumped at the North Pole, dormant but not
dead. Wary of this eventuality, I outsmarted it (just) by fermenting the 24 litre
batch in an 80 litre drum.

Judges’ comments:
Lovely mix of spices and fruit in the aroma.  Excellent mix of phenolics, spices
and wheat flavours but finishes a little dry.  A well integrated beer – well done.
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Brewer: Danny Fuller Place: 3rd

Category: Wheat Beer Style: Weizen

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: Final Gravity:
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 12

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP 300 Hefeweizen
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
1800g Wheat Malt
1200g Pils Malt
200g Carapils Malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 32g Hallertau (3.0 AAU) for 70 minutes.

Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash at 66°C for 90 minutes and sparge at 75 °C.  Hops
added at start of boil and ½ teaspoon Irish Moss added with 20 minutes
remaining.  Cool wort to 20°C and pitch yeast.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Pleasant mix of phenolics, dry wheat and banana in the aroma.  Noticeable
wheat and phenolics in the palate but a little too dry and bitter.  A good effort.
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Category 12 :  Belgian Specialty

Proudly sponsored by

Styles

Belgian Wit

Belgian Pale Ale

Dubbel

Tripel

Trappist

Lambic

Bière de Garde

Saison

Complex, light to
medium to full-bodied,

low to medium
bitterness. Spices and
fruitiness, either from

the yeast or actual
additions, are common.
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Brewer: Stephen Wharton Place: 1st (equal)
Category: Belgian Specialty Style: Tripel

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 7 Days in Secondary: 14
Original Gravity: Final Gravity:
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L):

Yeast: Wyeast 3787 Trappist Ale
Method: Extract based

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
3500g light dry malt extract.450g Amber Belgian Candy sugar
900g pure honey, 28g dried bitter orange peel, 29g dried ginger root (grated),
15g crushed coriander seed.

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 50g Hersbrucker (Pellets) for 60 minutes

6g Hallertauer (Pellets) for 60 minutes
Flavour:

Aroma:

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Boil 6 Litres of water.  Add malt, honey and candy sugar, bring back to boil
and add all hops.  Boil for 45 minutes then add 1 tsp Irish Moss.  Boil a further
5 minutes then  add orange, ginger and coriander.  Boil a further 10 minutes
then chill.  Transfer to fermenter and top up to make 22 litres.  Aerate heavily
and pitch yeast.

Brewer’s comments:
Condition for 6 weeks before drinking.

Judges’ comments:
Complex nose of fruity acidity and spiciness with faint citrus notes – very
appetising.  Sweet malt with orange peel, cloves and even cardamom type
flavours. An interesting beer – bravo!
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Brewer: Christoph Zierholz Place: 1st (equal)
Category: Belgian and French Ale Style: Trappist

Name of Brew / Recipe: Bro Humus’ Golden Ale
Brew Date: 5/2/2003 Date Bottled: 28/2/2003
Days in Primary: 9 Days in Secondary: 5 then 9
Original Gravity: 1082 Final Gravity: 1016
Estimated IBU: 29.4 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
20

Volume (L): 23

Yeast: Whitelabs WLP 570 Belgian Golden Ale
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
6000g IMC Pilsner Malt
600g Dextrose
450g Light Candy (Rock) Sugar
300g Bairds Amber
100g Acidulated

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 35g Styrian Goldings (Pellets, 4.1 AAU) for 90 minutes

5g Perle (Pellets, 7.9 AAU) for 90 minutes
Flavour: 14g Czech Saaz (Pellets, 3.1 AAU) for 15 minutes

14g Styrian Goldings (Pellets, 4.1 AAU) for 15 minutes
Aroma: 14g Styrian Goldings (Pellets, 4.1 AAU) for 2 minutes

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash at 65º C for 90 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:
After 9 days in primary, racked onto a boiled and cooled dextrose solution
(450g in 500 mL water) to encourage strong secondary fermentation.

Judges’ comments:
Clean malt and candi nose with noticeable alcohol and subtle phenolics.
Good juicy malt but lacks complexity (fruit / esters).  Really lovely beer –
would be a good Tripel – reminds me of Duvel!
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Brewer: G. Prince & M. Jerie Place: 3rd

Category: Belgian Specialty Style: Dubbel

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1060 Final Gravity: 1020
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
Volume (L): 20.5

Yeast: Wyeast 1762 Belgian Abbey II yeast
Method: Kit based

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
1700g Gold Rush Abbott Ale kit
1250g Light Malt
1000g Liquid Malt Extract
135 g CaraAmber
135 g Crystal Malt (50 EBC)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 14 g Styrian Goldings (1 plug)

Flavour:

Aroma: 10 g Hersbrucker for 2 minutes
10 g Saaz for 2 minutes

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Steep crushed grains for 20 minutes @ 68°C. Boil the grain tea with the
sugars and Styrian Golding plug. Add other hops for last 2 minutes. Cool to
24°C and top up to 20.5 litres.

Brewer’s comments:

Judges’ comments:
Fruity nose – raisiny, currants, dark malts.  Dark fruit, chocolate, faint spice
and a long dry finish with warming alcohol.  Good job – nice malt and fruit
balance with a smooth finish.
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Category 13 :  Fruit, Specialty,
Historical & Experimental

Proudly sponsored by

Styles

Fruit

Herb

Smoked

Other Specialty

Good balance between
base beer & fruit/herb

etc. Beer style must be
specified.
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Brewer: Michael van der Heyden Place: 1st (equal)
Category: Fruit and other Specialty Style: Smoked Porter

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 28 Days in Secondary:
Original Gravity: 1051 Final Gravity: 1009
Estimated IBU: 30 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
22

Volume (L): 50

Yeast: Wyeast 1056 American Ale yeast
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
6450g Pale Malt, 1700 kg Dark Munich Malt
1000g Amber Malt, 1000g Smoked Malt
600 g Chocolate Malt, 300 g Light Munich malt
200 g Black Patent Malt

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 52 g Styrian Goldings (Plugs, 9AAU) for 75 minutes

Flavour: 25 g Kent Goldings (Pellets, 4.2AAU) for 15 minutes
25 g Kent Goldings (Pellets, 4.2AAU) for 10 minutes

Aroma: 16 g Kent Goldings pellets (4.2%) for 5 minutes

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Filter all water.  Add 2 tsp calcium chloride and 1 tsp calcium carbonate to
mash water.  Infusion mash at 68ºC for 90 minutes, sparge with 78ºC water to
collect 50 litres, 1 tablet Irish moss for 30 minutes.  90 minute boil. Top up
with boiling water to 50 litres at end of boil

Brewer’s comments:
Bottled 24 litres with 130 g dextrose, kegged the rest. Age at judging: 3
months
I would normally have racked to a secondary fermenter but had gone away so
missed that step. Last year I made a Smoked Brown Ale with 38% smoked
malt in the grain bill, which was too much. This recipe with about 10% was a
bit too little – suggesting that about 20% is the “right” figure.

Judges’ comments:
Pleasant smokiness and good malt aroma.  Good balance of roast and malt
flavours.  A good effort and a very nice beer!
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Brewer: Christoph Zierholz Place: 1st (equal)
Category: Fruit and other specialty Style: Smoked Porter

Name of Brew / Recipe: Experiment 2 – Smoked Porter
Brew Date: 31/1/2003 Date Bottled: 10/2/2003
Days in Primary: 4 Days in Secondary: 7
Original Gravity: 1060 Final Gravity: 1018
Estimated IBU: 33 Fermentation Temp

(°C):
21

Volume (L): 21

Yeast: Nottingham Ale
Method: Full Mash

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
Used 5000g IMC Traditional Ale Malt to make the following grist:
1700g Unmodified
350g Amber (140º C for 60 mins)
575g Munich (110º C for 90 mins)
420g Chocolate (200º C for 60 mins)
195g Roasted/Black (190º C for 45 mins followed by 240º C for 30 mins)
740g Brown (180º C for 30 mins)
1000g Smoked (wetted grain, then smoked with Alder shavings for about 45
mins in portable /camping style fish smoker)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 10g Goldings (Pellets, 6.0 AAU) for 90 minutes,

10g Northern Brewer (Pellets, 9.8 AAU) for 90 minutes.
Flavour:

Aroma: 15g Goldings (Pellets, 6.0 AAU) for 15 minutes

Dry: 15g Northern Brewer (Pellets, 9.8 AAU) for 5 minutes

Mash and boil schedule:
Single infusion mash, 66-67º C for 90 minutes.

Brewer’s comments:
Brewed for the 2nd Mash Experiment where we all used same base
ingredients and did our own modifications – the recipe was designed based
on tasting notes for the Alaskan Smoked Porter by Roger Protz and Michael
Jackson as I haven’t tasted the original.

Judges’ comments:
Good smoke aroma.  A little bit of roasty bitterness but otherwise – more
please!  A very impressive effort – well done!
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Brewer: Ian Fleming Place: 3rd

Category: Fruit and other Specialty Style: Ginger Porter

Name of Brew / Recipe:
Brew Date: Date Bottled:
Days in Primary: 10 Days in Secondary: 11
Original Gravity: 1056 Final Gravity: 1022
Estimated IBU: Fermentation Temp

(°C):
20

Volume (L): 21

Yeast: Ale yeast – Coopers Sparkling Ale culture
Method: Extract based

Fermentable ingredients and adjuncts:
3 kg Dark Malt Extract, 500 g Crystal Malt
250 g Black Patent Malt, 250 g Roasted Barley
1 cup Brown Sugar, 1 cup Molasses, 500 g Sugar
2 tsp Gypsum
84 g Freshly grated ginger (in boil)
2 inches Brewing Licorice (in boil)
¼ cup Juniper Berries (in boil)
170 g Unsweetened Bakers Chocolate (in boil)

Hop schedule:
Bittering: 45 g Cascade hops (45 minutes boil)

Flavour:

Aroma: 15 g Goldings hops (last 2 minutes of boil)

Dry:

Mash and boil schedule:
Steep grains in water at 70ºC. Strain in boiler.

Brewer’s comments:
Ferment at 20ºC for 10 days, rack to secondary for 11 days, rack again for 3
days, keg and bottle. Age at judging 6 months
As soon as I saw this recipe I knew I had to make it. It takes a bit to get all the
ingredients, but it’s fun to make and drink.

Judges’ comments:
Ginger and roast aromas.  Quite roasty flavour and could perhaps have a bit
more ginger but otherwise very well balanced.  Overall the roast overpowers
the ginger a little but otherwise a very interesting and drinkable beer.
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Converting All-Grain Recipes to
Extract
by Christoph Zierholz
Many, if not most, all grain recipes can be
converted to extract with specialty grains quite
easily without the need for complicated
calculations if you’re willing to adopt a
somewhat pragmatic approach.  Sure, to
exactly replicate the wort specifications all
sorts of issues to do with efficiency of
extraction and so forth would need to be
considered but thankfully we tend to find that
close enough is in most instances good
enough.

Most beer recipes use a base malt consisting
of either Ale or Lager (Pilsner) to provide the
bulk of the fermentable sugars that make up
the wort.  In extract brewing you substitute this
with malt extract and various sugars.  Specialty
grains are used in both methods of brewing to
provide additional flavour, aroma and colour to
the base malt or extract.

For recipes which use specialty grains that do
not require conversion (Table 1) you can
formulate ane extract version of the all-grain
recipe by pretty much just use the same
specialty grains in a steep and then simply

substituting the base malt with the equivalent
amount of malt extract. You could try adding a
little extra of the specialty grain because a
steep may not be quite as efficient as a mash
but most time you need not worry to much.  If
you have some brewing software or other
calculator you can do the sums exactly but you
can also rely on your experience to come close
enough.

For example, Mike Day’s 1st Place British Ale
recipe and overall Champion beer consisted of
a simple grist of Maris Otter Pale Ale malt and
Crystal.  The starting gravity was 1052.  An
extract recipe that uses the same amount of
crystal and enough pale malt extract, say
about three and a half kilos of Coopers Liquid
Malt Extract, to produce about 23 Litres wort of
the same gravity gets you part way there.  Use
the same yeast, hopping schedule and do
everything else right in terms of brewing
practices and you will get a beer that will
resemble the original and be very nice indeed.

Obviously if you boil all your extract in a small
pot with a little water you will tend to get more
caramelisation and less hop extraction but
there are ways around this even if you do not
have the equipment to do a full volume boil.

Type Description Effect Usage (if mass is given, this is suggested range for a
standard 20-25 Litre batch)

Crystal Malt that has been
steeped then kilned.

Caramel, toffee Very versatile and used often in most ales including Milds,
Bitters and Porters (100-500g).  Sometimes in Stouts (not
Dry Irish).  Relatively large amounts (500g +) used in some
especially Scottish style and Old Ales.

CaraMuni
ch

Cross between
Munich Malt and
Crystal.

Caramelly and nutty Can be used as a substitute for crystal and some prefer the
taste.  Use also in German style beers such as Altbier,
Vienna Style, Munich Dunkel and Bocks.  Similar quantities
as Crystal.

Chocolate Lightest form of
roast malt.

Mild roast, bitter
chocolate

Use small amounts (20-100g) to add colour and interest to
beers such as Altbier, Bitters, dark lagers, Amber Ales etc.
and larger amounts in the darker Ales, particularly Porters.

Roast
Barley

Raw (unmalted)
barley that has been
roasted.

Strong roast.
Acrid/charred bitter

Small amounts (up to 50g) can be used to add colour and
interest to many ales (eg Scottish) but it is mostly used for
dark ales and of course Stout.  500g is what would be
generally used in a Guiness type  (Dry) Stout but Oatmeal
and Sweet Stouts can use less (sometimes substituted with
chocolate) and Russian Imperial Stouts may employ more
still.

Roast
Wheat

Raw wheat roasted
to same degree as
RB

Sharp roast notes
but less bitter than
RB

Not really a substitute for roast barley an I wouldn’t use it in
large quantities but it gives a very nice coffee roast flavour
in small amounts (20-50g) to beers like Alt, Milds and as
partial roast barley substitute in Stouts (say about 100-200g
of the total 500)

Black
Patent

Highly roasted malt
– most charred of all
malts/adjuncts.

Intense charcoal
roastiness

Mostly used in trace amounts (say up to 50g) to add deep
colour and roast charcoal flavours though it has been used
in large amounts in Russian Imperial Stouts to create
intense flavours.

Carafa Dehusked malted
barley that has been
roasted.

Flowery – coffee like
roastiness

Smaller amounts (up to 200g) give a nice clean, coffee like
roast.  Being de-husked means it doesn’t contribute the
same acrid bitter taste as roast barley.  Good in Milds and
Porters.  For Stouts I would use it similarly as roast wheat
(ie. partial but not whole replacement with roast barley) to
create a milder roast effect.

Table 1:  Steeping Only
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Perhaps the easiest and best approach is to
split the boil into a ‘hopping boil’ and a ‘rest of
extract’ boil (see article on extract brewing).

Recipes that use other base malts such as
Munich malt or specialty grains and adjuncts
that require conversion are more tricky but by
no means impossible to imitate.  It certainly
helps to have a basic understanding of what
the particular malts and adjuncts achieve and
apply a few tricks that will help you replicate
that effect in your extract version.

An example might be John Abbot’s 1st Place
Low Alcohol recipe which uses 4.1 kg Pale
Malt, 600 g Crystal Malt, 200 g CaraHell Malt,
200 g Light Munich Malt, 650 g Polenta, and
450 g Golden Syrup.  John has used a base
malt which we can substitute simply with a pale
malt extract, some crystal malts which we can
steep, golden syrup which we can add but then
some Munich and Polenta which need to be
mashed.  We know that Munich malt is more
highly kilned than pale malt which adds some
nutty flavours and more intense malt flavour
and aroma. Since there isn’t a lot used
(remember it is a double batch), you could
simply steep some of that grain (100-200g for
a single batch) to extract some extra grainy
and nutty flavours and not worry that you will

have a little unconverted starch in the beer – it
is a light beer after all which your going to
consume within a month or two anyway…
Another option is to not use all pale malt
extract for the recipe and perhaps use half a
kilo of amber malt extract along with the pale
which will give a greater malt profile and some
of that characteristic nuttiness.  The polenta,
similarly if not the same as flaked maize, is
used mostly as a ‘body thinner’ (as is the
golden syrup) though it does contribute some
flavour.  In this case you could simply use a
little more golden syrup or another highly
fermentable sugar that won’t add additional
body such as Dextrose.  If you were wanting to
go the other way, say in a recipe that uses
CaraPils for additional body you could use
some maltodextrin (Dried Corn Syrup) to get
more mouthfeel and residual sweetness, but
here we’re attempting to reproduce a light
bodied session beer rather than a more chewy
winter warmer so we stick with simpler sugar.
So in this case, an extract recipe that consists
of 2 kilos pale liquid malt extract, 250g amber
liquid malt extract, 100g Crystal, 100g
Carahell, 300g Golden Syrup and 200g
Dextrose might see us reasonably close to the
mark for a 23 Litre batch once we adjust the
hopping rate and used the same yeast, and
done everything else right as well of course!

Type Description Effect Usage (if mass is given, this is suggested range for a
standard 20-25 Litre batch)

Vienna Very lightly kilned
base malt.

Sweet, smooth malty
flavour

Use to deepen colour slightly and enhance maltiness in
fuller coloured lagers and many ales.

Munich Light to medium
kilned base malt.

Sweet, nutty maltiness Similar to Vienna but gives a darker and nuttier tasting
beer.

CaraRed Lightly caramelised
kilned malt.

Sweet and nutty, bit more
intense than Munich

Good for achieving amber colour with strong malt aroma
and taste.

Amber Medium to highly
kilned malt

Toasted malt – dry biscuity Similar to CaraRed but more toasty and very intense so
use a bit more sparingly, say up to about 300g.

Melanoiden Medium kilned malt Biscuit, intense
Munich/Vienna type
maltiness

Intense nutty maltiness and red colour.  Use up to about
300 g in amber and darker lagers as well as Scottish and
Belgian Ales.

CaraAroma Fairly highly kilned
malt.

Similar to amber but
bordering on roasty

Also quite intense malt.  Uses are similar to Melanoiden
but this malt is close to roasted so use slightly less,
particularly for the lagers.

Brown Highly kilned (but
not roasted) malt.

Bordering on chocolate
with noticeable smokiness.

Great addition to Milds, Porters and Old Ales for
deepening the dark grain flavour profile.

Wheat Malted wheat Spicy, grainy flavour Apart from substituting part of the extract / kit+sugar grist
with wheat malt extract, you can use a few hundred
grams of malted wheat to get a fresh spicy wheat taste
and improved head retention.  Aside from just using
wheat for traditional wheat beer styles (Weizen, Wit), I
use a lot of wheat in Belgian Ales and sometimes in
strong Scottish Ales.

Peated Malt Peat-smoked malt Subtle peaty flavour Use small amounts (say up to 200g) in Milds, Porters,
Stouts and Scottish Ales to get a nice subtle smoky
aroma and palate.  More can be used if you want to
make a distinctly ‘Smoked’ Porter / Stout but generally
the smaller amounts add extra interest without changing
the actual style of the beer.

Weyermann
Smoked

Beechwood smoked
malt.

Fairly strong, smoked
bacon flavour

Similarly to peated malt, this can be used to create
additional interest in standard beers but if used in large
amounts, the smoke character can become quite
dominant, as it is in the original Bamberger Rauchbier.

Table 2:  Minimash
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So there you have it, all that is left is to have a
go at some of the recipes from this booklet or
from other books or the internet.  It won’t be
long before you can intuitively scale
ingredients up or down depending on how you
know you want your beer to turn out.
Remember that even if you happen to overdo it
with this or that ingredient from time to time it is
very unlikely that you will not have a decent

enough and drinkable beer.  Bad beer is
almost always the result of poor sanitation,
improper yeast handling, poor fermentation
management or incorrect storage rather than
recipe formulation.  Sure, sometimes a beer is
a bit too hoppy for the style or a bit cloyingly
sweet but you’ll know you haven’t wasted your
effort because next time you’ll be able to adjust
and amend.

Some useful links:

http://www.brewery.org

Http://byo.com

http://oz.craftbrewer.org

http://brewingtechniques.com/library/articleindex.html

and, of course, keep checking on

http://aaba.asn.au

for details about AABC 2004!

And the last word goes to booklet editor Christoph who is saying:
“Hope to see you all at next years AABC!”


